
Evidence of Real-Time Adjustment to Learning Opportunities

i-Ready Personalized Instruction lessons adjust to student performance and teachers are provided with

differentiated instructional resources to support students based on their performance.

Responsive Instruction for Students

Students get placed into lessons right at their level based on results of the adaptive diagnostic

assessment.  However, one of two things might happen: 1) Students may need additional instruction and

practice if they are struggling, or 2) Students may have been taught new skills in class before they reach

them in i-Ready and thus may no longer need instruction.  i-Ready Personalized Instruction lessons are

designed to adapt to both of these scenarios, providing students more instruction when they need it, but

allowing them to accelerate forward when they do not.  Lessons provide one of two approaches to meet

these goals.  Lessons in the Phonics domain start with a Quick Check that determines whether the

student needs instruction and practice or not.  If the student is not successful on the Quick Check, they

receive 1 or 2 sets of explicit instruction and practice depending on the level of support they need on

each skill.  In other domains, lessons do not start with a Quick Check but rather respond to student on an

item by item basis, serving up instruction at each point of struggle.  Finally, for all lessons in i-Ready,

students who fail lessons are given the opportunity to retake the lesson for further instruction and

practice before a teacher is alerted that the student needs support.

Example 1: Phonics Lesson - Student skips instruction and practice

Example 2: Phonics Lesson - Student needs both sets of instruction and practice



Differentiated Instructional Resources for Teachers

Teachers can easily see how to differentiate instruction for students through reporting and alerts and are

provided with teacher-led instructional resources to use to provide that differentiated instruction.  The

Personalized Instruction Summary (Class) Report is designed to help teachers determine how there

students are performing in Personalized Instruction, and how they can support their students.  On this

report, teachers see alerts next to students’ names to indicate that the students needs additional

support from the teacher.  Additionally, on the Personalized Instruction by Lesson (Class) Report,

teachers can determine whether there are specific lessons on which multiple students struggled and

need support and can see which students need support and form a small group for these students to

provide instruction on the same skill(s).  Teachers can then download Tools for Instruction (TFIs) to

provide that support.    TFIs are short, downloadable PDFs of targeted lesson plans for teacher-led

instruction that are directly tied to students’ areas for improvement.

Examples of TFIs:

Additionally, teachers can download Tools for Scaffolding Comprehension.  These lesson plans that

provide a pathway to grade-level instruction by targeting the most important concepts and skills

students need to access upcoming reading comprehension outcomes.  Lessons provide two levels of

differentiation – one for students working One Grade Level Below and one for students Two or More

Grade Levels Below in Comprehension.


